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We investigate symmetric divisible designs with parameters (m, n, k, A,, h2) with k -h, = 1. We characterize such designs by their intersection numbers and give a construction method using strongly regular graphs with A = p -1; we thus obtain a new infinite family of examples. We then consider the special case of symmetric divisible designs with parameters ( m, n, k, I,, I,) admitting an abelian Singer group; equivalently, we study abelian divisible difference sets with parameters (m, n, k, k -1, n,). Improving results of a previous paper, we show that such a DDS is either reversible (i.e., fixed under inversion) and arises from a partial difference set with parameter 6 = -1 (i.e., a strongly regular graph with A = p -1 admitting a Singer group) or arises (by a new construction) from a Paley Hadamard difference set. In the second case, all possible parameters have been determined. In the first case, the DDS is known to be equivalent to a partial difference set with /3 = -1 ( as we have shown in [l] ); using this, certain restrictions were obtained in that paper. We will here give two further restrictions, but a complete classification of the possible parameters is as yet missing. However, we can obtain a complete classification of all cyclic divisible difference sets satisfying k -A, = 1.
Introduction and preliminaries
A (group) divisible design D with parameters m, n, k, 3c, and A2 (or, for short, an (m, n, k, Al, A,)-GDD) consists of nm points split into m point classes (often also called 'groups', a terminology we will avoid) of n points each together with blocks (i.e., subsets of the point set) of cardinality k satisfying the following condition:
Given any two distinct points p and q, the number of blocks containing both of them is A1 if p and q belong to the same point class and A2 otherwise. We shall in this paper only investigate proper divisible designs, i.e. we assume that Ail&, m#l#nandA,#O. (If3L1=1220rm=10rn=1, thentheGDDwillbe just a 2-design' and if A, = 0, then the GDD will be a disjoint union of 2-designs on the point classes of D.) Moreover, we shall only consider square GDD's, i.e.
we assume that D has as many blocks as points. Then an easy counting argument shows that each point is on exactly k blocks; moreover, one has the equation (1.1) k(k -1) = n(m -l)& + (n -l)A1. We note that the complement of D (which is obtained by replacing every block of D by its complement)
is a square GDD with parameters (m, n, mn -k, mn -2k + A,, mn -2k + A,); thus we may-if desired-assume k s mn/2. Note that the point classes and the parameters k -AI and k2 -A,mn (= k -A, + (A, -A2)n by (1.1)) remain invariant under complementation. These two parameters are analogous to the order k -A of a symmetric (v, k, A)-design and play an important role in the study of square divisible designs (as already noted in the fundamental paper by Bose and Connor [5] who introduced GDD's and analysed their basic properties).
If the dual of D (which is obtained by interchanging the roles of points and blocks) is also a GDD with the same parameters (i.e., the blocks of D satisfy the dual requirements to those stated above for the points), we call D symmetric (or, for short, an SGDD).
Bose and Connor [5] have classified all GDD's with k = A,; these are equivalent to ordinary 2-designs (by a rather trivial construction).
In this paper, we shall investigate square divisible designs D with k = A, + 1; we will obtain some new constructions as well as several classification results (even though a complete determination of such GDD's seems not yet possible). We first note that the two parameters k -A, = 1 and k2 -A,mn = 1 + (h, -A2)n are nonzero; thus every square GDD with k -A, = 1 is regular in the sense of Bose and Connor [5] . We can use this to show that we actually study symmetric GDD's only. complementation-one intersection number = 1 and (k -1)/n intersection numbers = II. Thus every block B is the union of (k -1)/n point classes and one extra point. In fact, this result can be used to characterize the SGDD's with k = AI + 1.
In Section 3, we will present a construction of SGDD's with k = h, + 1 from strongly regular graphs. Recall that a strongly regular graph with parameters (m, h, A, p) (for short, an (m, h, A, CL)-SRG) is an h-regular graph on m points for which any two adjacent points have exactly 3, common neighbors whereas any two non-adjacent points have exactly p common neighbors. We shall show that every SRG with A. = p-1 can be used to construct an SGDD with parameters (m, 2, 2h + 1, 2h, 2~); this construction will provide a new infinite family of SGDD's with k = A, + 1. A particular class of SRG's satisfying the condition above has parameters of the form (1.2) m = 4~ + 1,
h=2p,
A.=p-1, p; the most important examples are the famous Paley graphs (where m is a prime power) which we will describe a little later'. We shall call any SRG with parameters (1.2) an SRG of Paley type. Another important parameter for SRG's is the number A = (A -p)* + 4(h -p); it is well known that A is a perfect square for every SRG which is not of Paley type.
In the last two sections, we shall restrict attention to SGDD's D with a normal Singer group, i.e. with a group G of automorphisms satisfying the following two conditions:
(1.3) G acts regularly (i.e., sharply transitively) on the point set of D ;
(1.4) If g E G fixes some point class, then it fixes all point classes. It is well known (cf. Jungnickel [lo] ) that this implies the corresponding conditions for blocks, too. SGDD's with a normal Singer group can be described by 'divisible difference sets' as follows: Recall that a divisible difference set with parameters m, n, k, A, and A2 (or, for short, an (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS) in a group G of order mn relative to a normal subgroup N of order n is a k-subset D of G such that every element g E G \N has exactly AZ representations as a 'difference' g = de-' with d, e E D and every g f 1 in N has exactly A, such representations. (We shall write groups multiplicatively throughout this paper.) D is called abelian or cyclic if G has the respective property. Now D gives rise to an SGDD
dev D = (G, {Dg: g E G}, E)
with the same parameters as D, the development of D, which admits G as a normal Singer group. Moreover, every SGDD with a normal Singer group arises in this way. For a proof of this result, see [lo] . Note that the complement of dev D belongs to the DDS G \ D. For more on divisible difference sets in general *We also refer the reader to Cameron and van Lint [7] for basic results on SRG's and to Brouwer and van Lint [6] for a recent survey. Seidel [18] briefly discusses SRG's with I = p -1, in particular thecasek=Oandp=l.
(including detailed references), we refer the reader to [2, lo] (where somewhat different terminology is used), or [12] . A DDS satisfying DC-l) = D is called reversible. Reversibility implies many restrictions on the parameters and the structure of a DDS; we refer the reader to Arasu, Jungnickel and Pott [l] and Ma [17] for this topic.
As is standard in the theory of difference sets, we shall make use of suitable group rings. Thus let R be a commutative ring with 1, and denote by RG the group ring of a given group G over R. By abuse of notation, we will identify each subset S of G with the group ring element S = CXcsx. In accordance with the notation used above, SC-l) then denotes the group ring element C,,sx-'. We have the following simple but important result.
Lemma 1.2. A subset D of G is an (m, n, k, AI, A,)-DDS in G relative to N if and only if D satisfies the following identity in ZG:
(1.
5) DD'-" = k -A, + I1,N + A,(G\N). Zf D is reversible, (1.5) may be rewritten as (1.6) D2= k -Al + &N + A,(G\N).
In Section 4, we shall continue the study of (proper nontrivial) DDS's with k = A, + 1 already begun in our previous paper [l] . Improving a result obtained then, we show that such a DDS is either reversible or has parameters (1.7) (4, 4 1+ n(q -1)/2, n(q -1)/T 1+ n(q -3)/4), where q is a prime power ~3 (mod 4) and n is any positive integer # 1. Moreover, we construct examples for all these parameters;
this gives a new, doubly infinite series of SGDD's. As we have already shown in [l] , reversible DDS's with k = A, + 1 are equivalent to partial difference sets with p = -1; we thus recall the relevant definitions and results. This may conveniently be done using group ring notation.
Thus let G be a group of order m. An h-subset D of G is called a partial difference set with parameters (m, h, CY, /3) ( or, for short, an (m, h, CL, P)-PDS) if the identity (1.8) DD'-" = aG + 60 + y holds in HG, where y = k -a! if 1 E D and y = k -LY -p otherwise.
In other words, the differences arising from D contain each element g # 1 in G \ D exactly (Y times and each element in D \ (1) exactly LY + /3 times. We refer the reader to Ma [13] for a detailed investigation of partial difference sets. Note that D is an ordinary difference set if and only if /3 = 0; if this is not the case, D will be called proper. It is easily seen that D = DC-l) for every proper PDS. We shall only need proper PDS's not containing 1; then (1.8) may be rewritten as A for SRG's can be written A = 0' + 4(k -a). We have proved the following basic result in [l] .
Proposition 1.3. Let G be an abelian group with a subgroup N of order 2, let H = G JN and let 47 be the natural epimorphism cp : G + H. Also, let U be a partial difference set with parameters (m, h, a, -1) in H satisfying U = UC-') and 1 $ U.
Then
2a)-DDS in G with respect to N. Moreover, up to complementation and equivalence, every nontrivial proper reversible divisible difference set with k -A, = 1 arises in this way.
Using a result of Ma [13] ' for partial difference sets, we could obtain the following partial characterization of the parameters of reversible DDS's with k = A1 + 1.
Theorem 1.4. Let D be a nontrivial proper reversible (m, n, k, k -1, A,)-DDS in G with respect to N, and assume that k2 -A,mn = 1 + (A1 -&)n is not a square. Then-up
to complementation and equivalence-D is a (q, 2, q, q -1, (q -1)/2)-DDS, where q =pti+' for a prime p = 1 (mod 4).
The following construction is well known.
Example 1.5. Let G be the additive group of the finite field GF(q), where q is a prime power =l (mod 4). Then the set of nonzero quadratic residues in GF(q) is a PDS with parameters (q, (q -1)/2, (q -1)/4, -1).
The SRG's corresponding to the partial difference sets in Example 1.5 are the Paley graphs mentioned above; the DDS's constructed from these PDS's are due to Ma [17] and have parameters (q, 2, q, q -1, (q -1)/2). Using results of Ma [13, 14] we also obtained the following characterization of cyclic reversible DDS's with n even in [l] .
Theorem 1.6. Let D be a cyclic nontrivial proper reversible (m, n, k, A,, A,)-DDS where n is even. Then-up to equivalence and complementation-D is a
(p, 2, p, p -1, (p -1)/2)-DDS constructed from a PDS as in Example 1.5 (where p is a prime).
Using these results, we will obtain a complete description of all cyclic DDS's with k = A, + 1.
Note that the parameter k2 -&mn = 1 + (A, -il,)n in Theorem 1.4 agrees with the parameter A for the corresponding PDS. To obtain further progress in the classification of DDS's with k = A, + 1 thus requires corresponding restrictions on PDS's with 6 = -1 (and A a square). We will provide two such restrictions by showing that m is odd and divisible by A.
Partial difference sets can be studied in at least two equivalent settings. In particular, they correspond to strongly regular graphs with a Singer group, and they also arise in the study of permutation groups and Schur rings. We refer the reader to Ma [15] for a survey on these connections.
Intersection numbers
In this section, we characterize the SGDD's with k = A, + 1 by their intersection numbers;
this is similar to the characterization of divisible difference sets with k = I., + 1 which we have given in [l] . As in [I], we will require the following lemma; for the convenience of the reader, we will include its (short) proof. D be an (m, n, k, AI, A,) 
-SGDD. Then one has k = A1 + 1 if and only if every block B of D satisfies the following condition:
(2 .5) B has one intersection number 1 or n -1, and all other we may now assume that d = 1; also, we have equality in (2.7) and (2.8), and hence s(B) = s(C) for every block B. Clearly we also have 0 =S Si s n for i = 1, . . . , m; hence Lemma 2.1 shows that every block has one intersection number 1 and every other nonzero intersection number equal to n, as asserted. Conversely, assume that (2.5) is satisfied. Replacing D by its complement (if necessary), we may assume that the intersection number #O, n is equal to 1. Now (2.6) reads (2.9) mn(nl)& = mn[n(n -l)(k -1)/n] which gives the assertion. Cl
A construction using strongly regular graphs
In [l] we have used suitable partial difference sets to construct divisible difference sets with k = A, + 1 (cf. Proposition 1.3). We now imitate this construction for strongly regular graphs, without using any group. D with parameters (m, 2, 2h +   1,2h, 2~) . Comparing Theorem 3.1 with Proposition 1.3, the reader should note that we do not assert that every SGDD with k = A, + 1 is constructed from an SRG. In fact, such an assertion would be wrong (even if one adds the hypothesis n = 2), as we shall see in Section 4. But first we will apply Theorem 3.1 to the known SRG's with A = ,M -1. We begin with some sporadic examples. (ii) the Petersen graph with parameters (10,3,0,1) giving a (10,2,7,6,2)-SGDD; (iii) the Hoffman-Singleton graph with parameters (50,7,0, 1) yielding a (50,2, 15, 14,2)-SGDD.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a strongly regular graph with parameters (m, h, u -1, p). Then there exists a symmetric divisible design
Example 3.3. The triangular graph T(5) is strongly regular with parameters (10,6,3,4); this gives a (10,2, 13, 12,8)-SGDD which is the complement of the SGDD of Example 3.2(ii). This is clear from our construction, since the Petersen graph is the complement of T (5) . Note that the complementary SRG of an SRG with p = A,-p = -1 always satisfies the same condition, since one has /3' = -p-2. -1) 2, 2s2 -2, s2 -s -1, s2 -s). It is known to exist if q = 2s -1 is a prime power. We thus obtain (q', 2, q2, q2 -1, (q2 -1) 
Divisible difference sets with k -A, = 1
The divisible difference sets with k -A, = 1 trivially split into two classes according to whether or not they are reversible (up to equivalence). In this section, we shall completely characterize the abelian nonreversible examples and also obtain two further restrictions in the reversible case. We begin with an auxiliary result on difference sets. Let D be a nontrivial (v, k, il)-difference set (i.e., 2 c k s v -2 (q, (q -1)/2, (q -3)/4) , where q = 3 (mod 4) is a prime power.
) in an abelian group G, where 1 $ D. Assume that one has D n DC-l) = 0 and D U DC-l) = G \ { l}. Then D has parameters
Proof. We will work in the group ring ZG. By hypothesis, we have DC-l) = G -D -1 in ZG. This yields the equation
n+kG=DD(-"=D(G-D-l)=kG-D2-D
in ZG. Thus D2 + D + n is a multiple of G, which means that D is a 'polynomial addition set' in G for the polynomial f(x) = x2 + x + n (we refer the reader to Ma [14] for a detailed investigation of polynomial addition sets). In the irreducible case, all abelian polynomial addition sets have been classified by Ma [14] (see also [16] for a description of his results). The polynomial f(x) is of course irreducible, and thus Theorem 4.3.7 of Ma [14] implies the assertion. 0
The only known difference sets as described in Lemma 4.1 occur in elementary abelian groups: D is the set of nonzero quadratic residues in the finite field GF(q). We now show that these difference sets may be used to construct a doubly infinite family of divisible difference sets with k -A, = 1. D be a (q, (q -1)/2, (q -3 (1)   [e.g., the set of nonzero quadratic residues in the additive group H of GF(q) ]. G be any group with a normal subgroup N of order n Z= 2; assume that  GIN is isomorphic to H, and denote by Q, an epimorphism from G onto H. Then   S = q-'(D)  u {l} i.r a divisible difference set in G with parameters  (q, n, 1 +  n(q -1)/Z n(q -1)/T 1+ n(q -3)/4) .
)/4)-diflerence set in H, where q = 3 (mod 4) is a prime power satisfying D rl DC-l) = fl and D IJ DC-l) = H\

Now let
Proof. We again work in the group ring ZG (where G and H of course have to be written multiplicatively!) and extend Q, in the natural way to an epimorphism from ZG onto ZH. Note that one has nqP1(DD(-') )
in ZG, which is the assertion (by Lemma 1.2). q
In particular, we may always choose for N any group of order n and put G = N x H; thus we will obtain doubly infinite series of non-abelian examples, too. We remark that the special case q = 3, n = 7, i.e. a non-abelian (3,7,8,7, l)-DDS, is already contained in Arasu and Ray-Chaudhuri [2] . In the abelian case, none of the resulting divisible difference sets (or one of its translates) is reversible.
Clearly the corresponding SGDD's cannot be obtained by the construction of Section 3 whenever n 2 3; but even if we choose n = 2, this still holds (since there is no strongly regular graph with the required parameters;
for instance, the quadratic residues in GF(q) only define a strongly regular graph in case q = 1 (mod 4)). We can now prove the main result of this section. Let D be a nontrivial proper (m, n, k, k -1, A,) 1 + n(q -3)/4).  Moreover,  in the second case, D is constructed from a (q, (q -1)/2, (q -3 4.2, and q = 3 (mod 4) is a prime power.
)/4)difference set as in Lemma
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, we have the equation (4.3) II@-" = 1+ (k -1 -A&V + il*G in ZG. By Theorem 2.2, D is-up to complementation-the union of cosets of N together with one further element; up to equivalence, we may assume this element to be 1. Thus we may write D = T + 1, where T is the union of (k -1)/n cosets of N not containing 1. Substituting in (4.3), we obtain and (4.8) , and thus Lemma 4.1 applies. We conclude that U is a (q, (q -1)/2, (q -3)/4)-difference set in H, where q = 3 (mod 4) is a prime power. Since D is the union of the pre-image of U under 91 with {l}, we conclude that D has parameter% (q, n, 1 + n(q -1)/2, n(q -1)/2, 1 + n(q -3)/4). q By Lemma 4.2, divisible difference sets with the parameters of (4.2) always exist. No corresponding characterization is known in the reversible case, cf. Section 1. However, the results obtained up to now suffice to characterize all cyclic divisible difference sets with k -A, = 1. D be a nontrivial proper cyclic (m, n, k, k -1, A,) -DDS in G. D has parameters (q, 2, q, q -1, (q -1) /2) and is constructed from the partial difference set of nonzero quadratic residues in GF(q), where q is a prime =l(mod 4), as in Proposition 1.3. Otherwise, G is  a cyclic group of order nq, where q is a prime =3 (mod 4) ; then D has parameters (q, n, 1 + n(q -1)/2, n(q -1)/2, 1 + n(q -3 (4, (4 -1)/2, (4 -3 
Then one has-up to complementation and equivalence-one of the following two cases: Either D is reversible; then
)/4) and is constructed from the
)/4)-d# 1 erence set of nonzero quadratic residues in GF(q) as in Lemma 4.2.
Proof. If D is reversible, n is even by Proposition 1. 3 (q, (q -1)/2, (q -3 
)/4)-difference
set S used in this construction is cyclic by hypothesis.
As we have seen (and used) in the proof of Lemma 4.1, S is in fact a polynomial addition set in G/N. But all cyclic polynomial addition sets for a quadratic polynomial have already been classified by Kelly [ll] , see also Ma [14, Theorem 4.3 .51: Here q must be a prime, and S is-up to complementation-the set of nonzero quadratic residues in GF(q). Cl
We shall now turn our attention to the reversible case in general which by Proposition 1.3 is equivalent to the study of partial difference sets with /-I = -1. We first obtain two further restrictions on such partial difference sets.
Lemma 4.5. Let D be a partial difference set with parameters (m, k, CY, -1) in an abelian group G. Then one has the following conditions: (4.10) m is odd; (4.11) A = 1 + 4(k -(u) divides m.
Proof. Assume that m is even. Then the prime 2 divides m, but not A. By Theorem 6.2 of Ma [ 131, either D U {l} or the complementary PDS (G \ D) U {l} is a subgroup of G. But a PDS of this type has a: = 0, contradicting 6 = -1. This proves the validity of (4.10). For (4. ll), we will make use of the concept of duality due to Delsarte [9] (in a more general setting); see also Ma [13, 141 . Let D* be the dual PDS3 of D. Then D* has parameters (m*, k*, a*, p*) which can be computed from those of D. We shall only require the fact which shows the validity of (4.11). Cl Before applying Lemma 4.5, we first state a minor improvement of Proposition 1.3 which also covers some non-abelian cases; its proof is as that of Proposition 1.3 given in [l] (and in fact easily follows from Equation (4.5) using U # UC-").
3 The precise definition of duality is immaterial for our purposes; all we require are the parameters of the dual (and, of course, the existence of some PDS with these parameters). D has parameters (m, 2, 2h + 1, 2h, 2a) and is  constructed from a partial difference set U with parameters (m, h, a, -1) Similarly, we have a corresponding analogue of Theorem 1.4 for groups as in Proposition 4.6 which we will not state explicitly. We now combine our results and state all restrictions on the parameters of reversible divisible difference sets with k -A1 = 1 that we know at present. + 4(h -a) is not a square, D has parameters (q, 2, q, q -1, (q -1)/2), where q =p20+l for a prime p = 1 (mod 4). Otherwise m is odd and A divides m.
Proposition 4.6. Let D be a nontrivial proper reversible (m, n, k, k -1, A-,)-DDS in D with respect to a normal subgroup N, and assume that GIN is abelian. Up to complementation and equivalence,
Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 4.6 with Lemma 4.5 and the more general version of Theorem 1.4. 0
With one exception, all knownexamples of reversible (m, n, k, k -1, A,)-DDS for which A is a square have parameters (q, 2, q, q -1, (q -1)/2), where q is the square of an odd prime power (up to complementation); we remark that we have shown in [l] that the number of inequivalent such DDS's grows exponentially with q. The (243,22, 1,2)-SRG mentioned in Example 3.4 has an abelian Singer group (see [6, p. 1141) and thus corresponds to a PDS. This gives a corresponding sporadic DDS. In view of this example, it seems difficult to completely characterize the (parameters of) reversible abelian DDS's with k -A1 = 1. However, Lemma 4.5 (and the corresponding condition in Theorem 4.7) do provide a valuable restriction. We mention one example which shows that the construction of Section 3 is indeed considerably more general than the corresponding construction using partial difference sets. 
